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1 Masquerade* 4.57
This Midnight Hour 12.43
3 The Seamstress 21.25
4 Night Ferry 20.13
5 <<rewind<< 7.58
*World-premiere recording
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I made my song a coat
Covered with embroideries
Out of old mythologies
From heel to throat;
But the fools caught it,
Wore it in the world’s eyes
As though they’d wrought it.
Song, let them take it,
For there’s more enterprise
In walking naked.
William Butler Yeats
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I

n the program notes for her violin concerto The

not bound by technical limitations of a player or material

Seamstress, Anna Clyne writes of the vision that

constraints of an instrument or acoustic space. In the

inspired it: ‘Alone on the stage, the seamstress is seated,

orchestral works composed over the course of a decade and

unraveling threads from an antique cloth laid gently

gathered on this album, Clyne channels a lot of the same

over her lap.’ As the fabric comes apart, stories and memories

freedom. Melodic motifs zoom through space, gestures seem

unwind in the woman’s mind like threads sprung free.

to extend beyond their natural reach and sounds pop to life

The image is an apt description of Clyne’s art. Her music

in bold 3D.

seems to disentangle older styles in order to spin new stories

In many cases Clyne directly translates techniques –

out of their raw materials. Just as all mythologies draw water

like layering, stretching and compressing sounds – from

from the same well of archetypes, her compositions mine folk

the electro-acoustic laboratory into orchestration that

traditions in order to construct sound worlds in which the

is meticulously detailed and richly textured. Spatial

familiar and the surreal come together as in a dream.

arrangements of orchestral players conjure stereo eﬀects;

Clyne’s popular appeal comes from a listener’s dual sense

subtly staggered horns create an analog form of reverb.

of recognition. Her melodies seem distilled out of collective

In Night Ferry she has percussion instruments spaced out in

memory, yet delivered with the high-voltage energy of our

an arch so that a choreographed cascade of gestures results

overstimulated time.

in sounds that seem to pan left to right.

Clyne honed her craft on electro-acoustic music, a

This sculptural sensitivity is part of a creative approach

medium that initially lent itself to collaborative projects with

that embraces a wide range of media. Night Ferry grew out of

tight budgets. But it also habituated her to an enormous

a mixed-media mural Clyne painted and pasted onto a series

palette of expressive eﬀects: in electronic music, sounds are

of panels and subsequently translated into audible form.
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Her textual sources also show an aﬃnity with powerful visuals,

Here and there, groups of woodwind break out to evoke

whether it’s Yeats’s embroidered coat or the jumpy garble of

harlequin antics and dances, but the whirlwind scales always

images in a video tape being rewound. The resulting music,

keep things moving along at breathless speed. After a number

light, color, and space are rendered with visceral immediacy.

of false summits the music spins to completion in a great

Pulse-quickening, propulsive rhythms help deepen the

upswell of sound.
This Midnight Hour (2015), which was commissioned

cinematic, immersive pull of these works.
Masquerade (2013) was commissioned by BBC Radio

by the Orchestre national d’Île-de-France and Seattle

3 to open the Last Night of the Proms that year and captures

Symphony, has much of the same forward drive as

the exuberant spirit of that quintessentially English ritual. The

Masquerade, but applies it to a dark and riveting vision. Two

title refers to the 18th-century promenade concert, an outdoor

poems lent inspiration. The ﬁrst is an aphoristic deﬁnition, by

festivity that was spiced with acrobats, ﬁreworks and street

Juan Ramón Jiménez, of music as a naked woman running

entertainers. The work unfolds in a rush of sound: brilliant,

mad through the pure night (in Robert Bly’s translation.) The

conﬁdent, and inebriated with its own momentum. Fast scales

other is Charles Baudelaire’s Harmonie du soir, a sickly-

in the strings and winds zigzag along like the tiered staircases

sensuous evocation of evening, in which a trembling violin

in an M.C. Escher print that never quite seem to arrive where

leads the poet in a waltz that teeters between melancholy

they are leading. Periodically, the view opens up onto an

and vertigo.

expansive ﬁrst theme, elegant in its tipsiness, or closes in on a

In Clyne’s powerful score, the ambivalent emotions of

raucous gig that quotes Juice of Barley, a rustic drinking song

both texts come through clearly. Ostinato scales, barbed with

published in John Playford’s 1695 The English Dancing Master.

rhythmic quirks, suggest both the freedom and mental
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instability of Jiménez’s naked woman running and stumbling

in the throaty low register of the instrument that alludes to

through empty streets. A ﬂute, then a tuba, sketch the

folk ﬁddle traditions. (It is also built on a 12-tone row, a rare

outlines of a waltz, a swaying, skidding tune that barely gets

device for Clyne.)

to introduce itself before the forward-hurtling music muscles

In keeping with the needlework image, small motifs

on. A folk-like melody, played in the clarinets, similarly wilts

are repeated, sometimes patiently, sometimes with sudden

prematurely. The music proceeds by push and shove until

violence. The orchestra conjures a series of visions and

ﬁnally a wistful waltz soars, falters, and regroups in a more

memories, with billowing textures and stretches of glassy

tender mode. The remainder of the piece proceeds between

sustained high pitches. Recurring cascades of plucked strings

contained violence and lyricism.

suggest the snapping of knotted old threads.
The mural Clyne created for Night Ferry (2012) shows

A brass chorale seems to usher in a radiant ending, but the
ﬁnal note is given over to a violent thunderclap.

a churned up expanse of water with black-tentacled waves,

The Seamstress (2014) is one of a number of works

blood-red eddies and a ship silhouetted before a ﬁery sky.

Clyne wrote for violin in the wake of personal loss. It was

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra commissioned this work

commissioned by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. The

to be performed alongside music by Schubert. Inspired by

piece is a concerto in the sense that the solo violin remains in

the violent mood swings Schubert suﬀered alongside bouts of

the foreground throughout and at times engages in dazzling

manic creativity (a condition called cyclothymia), Clyne wrote

high acrobatics. But in this eerie work, the solo self splinters

a piece about stormy voyages in space and of the mind. The

in two when a whispered voice joins in, reciting Keats’s

title is taken from Seamus Heaney’s Elegy for Robert Lowell,

poem. The single movement grows out of a ruminative solo

a poet who similarly suﬀered from manic depression:
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Speed as an elemental force is the subject of <<rewind<<

You were our Night Ferry
thudding in a big sea,

(2005). This seven-minute wild ride was inspired by the image

the whole craft ringing

of a video tape being scrolled backwards, with glitchy spots

with an armourer’s music

where it skips, freezes or warps. Otherwise, the propulsive,

the course set wilfully across

machine-gone-oﬀ-the-rails energy of the piece is generated

the ungovernable and dangerous.

entirely with acoustic forces. The orchestra lumbers to life
with a dark growl from the horns and trombones that seems

The music bursts out with roiling scales in the upper

to turn into a moan as the pitch swells and melts down

strings over menacing slow bass movements. Explosive

half a tone. Then the strings burst out with a stream of fast

percussion eﬀects and strident brass cut in and force the

notes, irregularly accented, that will try to push through the

music to change course. Seagulling piccolo lines alternate

remainder of the piece, but is often derailed and rattled by

with tenebrous utterances in the basses and lower brass,

slashing brass chords and percussion clangs. During a brief

so that the listener is whisked through extreme shifts in

lull, a tender solo violin unspools up in the stratosphere, while

perspective. Only at the very end does the work settle into a

underneath, dark sounds gather force to resume motion with

weary peace with subdued brass intoning a chorale hollowed

increased violence.

by ambivalent harmonies.

Corinna da Fonseca-Wollheim
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